SELECTION CRITERIA & HOT TIPS

- SELECTION CRITERIA OUTLINE

In determining the ADG amount to be recommended for a project, the Grants Committee shall take into consideration the following criteria:

- The cultural, social, historical and reputational significance of the project;
- The contribution to the campus culture and community;
- The contribution towards the development of graduate attributes;
- The ability and dedication of the participant/s to use the experience gained from the project to benefit Arc members and the wider campus community;
- The nature, topic and size of the project;
- How innovative the activity or approach is;
- The number of Arc members and UNSW students likely to benefit from the project;
- The degree of planning and preparation for the project; Other avenues of funding support;
- Previous dealings between the individual or group and Arc; and
- Any other factors considered relevant.

** Please note: **Arc @ UNSW Art & Design Grants (ADG) are for EXTRACURRICULAR projects only - you cannot apply for funding for a show organised in class with a lecturer or tutor, or to make work for an assessment task or class project, or to travel to collect research for your MFA or PhD for example. You can only apply for funding for additional creative pursuits that may aid your personal professional development, creative career, and or the campus community outside your degree.

- ART & DESIGN GRANTS CANNOT COVER:

- Where another Grant or Residency from Arc has been approved.
- Retrospective applications; or Arc Clubs or Art & Design Student Council initiatives (there are other grants and funding available for Clubs and Collectives, please ask the Arc staff for info);
- Kudos Gallery Exhibitions (Arc already covers rent of the gallery space for students and in 2017 is providing professional standard exhibition documentation);
- Any course or academic requirement;

- HOT TIPS FROM YOUR ART & DESIGN GRANTS COMMITTEE

- Address the selection criteria in your application!!!
- The bigger the impact you claim your project will have on the Arc community, the more likely we are to fund it;
- Address the selection criteria in your application!!!
- Make it very clear what you are applying for;
- Address the selection criteria in your application!!! (see how we put that in twice);
- Let us know if anyone involved is an alumnus;
- If we give you feedback and recommend that you reapply, definitely edit your application and reapply!

- AREAS OF SUPPORT INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

- Materials and equipment;
- Exhibition or gallery fees;
- Publicity / documentation of exhibitions;
- Catering expenses for a launch or opening;
- Conference / Workshop Registration Fees and associated costs;
- Transportation of artwork to and from a venue;
- Presentation costs of artwork eg. framing or laminating.

- Areas of support include but are not limited to: